A moment’s thought suggests that people explain their own behavior quite differently from the way they explain other people’s behavior. People know more (or different things) about their own behavior, they have different goals when explaining it, and they probably express their explanations differently in language. That the self differs from others as a target of explanation is a straightforward hypothesis, seemingly an obvious truth. But this chapter describes how the straightforward becomes complicated and the obvious unforeseen when we carefully examine a psychological phenomenon rather than take at face value what is generally claimed in textbook psychology.

So explanations of behavior performed by self and other differ. But exactly how? And why?

There are classic answers to this pair of questions (Jones, 1976; Jones & Nisbett, 1972; Watson, 1982). First, explanations for self and other differ in terms of dispositional and situation causes—people explain, in the “actor” role, their own behavior using situation causes and, in the “observer” role, other people’s behavior using dispositions. Second, this classic “actor-observer asymmetry” holds because people know more about their own experiences, intentions, and history and because, as actors, they attend to the situation and, as observers, they attend to the other person’s behavior (Jones & Nisbett, 1972).

In this chapter I examine the viability of these answers, both theoretically and in light of the existing evidence, and then discuss a pair of alternative answers. This alternative, to give a brief preview, suggests that explanations for self and other do not diverge in the use of person and situation causes but in other, more important aspects of explanation—for example, whether the explanation concerns intentional or unintentional behavior and whether it refers to reasons or causal histories, beliefs or desires. Furthermore, I will suggest that these self-other asymmetries exist
primarily because people explain their own versus another person’s behavior on the basis of different information and with different pragmatic goals in mind.

**SELF-OFFER ASYMMETRIES: A MAP**

Before examining self-other asymmetries in behavior explanations, I should locate these specific kinds of asymmetries within a map of the broader landscape of self- and other-cognition.

Many comparisons have been made between self and other as the two major targets of cognition. Research has shown generally better memory for self-related information (Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977), greater enhancement in self-descriptions and evaluations (Greenwald, 1980; Locke, 2002; Taylor & Brown, 1988), and considerable influence of own preferences and knowledge on the predictions about others’ preferences and knowledge (Krueger, 1998; L. Ross, Greene, & House, 1977; Nickerson, 1999). Moreover, attention in social interaction is unevenly distributed such that people (as actors) routinely attend more to their own mental states and (as observers) more to the other person’s observable actions (Malle & Pearce, 2001; Sheldon & Johnson, 1993).

All these patterns reflect differences in general processes such as memory, attention, evaluation, and judgment. Explanations of behavior should be considered a category in their own right, because they serve unique purposes, even though they rely on each of these general processes. In particular, behavior explanations have two main functions in social life: They are a cognitive tool with which people create meaning, and they are a social tool with which they manage social interactions (Malle, 2004). This dual function subjects behavior explanations to a variety of processes that can generate self-other asymmetries, such as knowledge structures, attention, and impression management. Self-other asymmetries in behavior explanation thus reflect important cognitive and motivational differences in self- and other-cognition but implement these differences in unique ways, owing to the specific social functions that behavior explanations serve.

An important landmark on the map of self-other cognition and explanation is the distinction between *which* behaviors actors and observers explain and *how* they explain them. If we don’t assume with Kelley (1967) that all explained events are essentially the same, we can ask what *types* of events people are interested in explaining, and what we find are robust self-other differences (Malle & Knobe, 1997b). People try to explain more of their own *unintentional* than intentional events and more of their own *unobservable* than observable events. Events that are both unintentional and unobservable (which we can label *experiences*) are thus the single most frequently explained event type for oneself. By contrast, people try to explain more of others’ *intentional* than unintentional events and more of their *observable* than unobservable events. Events that are both intentional and observable (which we can label *actions*) are thus the single most frequently explained event
type for others. To the extent that different event types elicit different kinds of explanations, self-other asymmetries will also emerge in the kinds of explanations used. Such explanation patterns triggered by differing event choices are intriguing and may even account for some of the classic actor-observer findings, but they are a topic treated elsewhere (Malle, 2004; Malle & Knobe, 1997b).

The focus of this chapter is on a different question: that of how actors’ and observers’ explanations differ for the same event—such as a particular action, a particular experience. I first explore the classic answer to this question and then propose a new approach.

THE CLASSIC POSITION: JONES AND NISBETT (1972)

In a famous paper, Jones and Nisbett (1972) formulated the hypothesis that “actors tend to attribute the causes of their behavior to stimuli inherent in the situation, while observers tend to attribute behavior to stable dispositions of the actor” (p. 93). For example, a senator might explain her vote against going to war by saying, “Preemptive wars are unjustified” whereas a political observer might explain the senator’s vote by saying, “She is a soft-hearted liberal.”

Three features of the Jones-Nisbett thesis are noteworthy. First, the thesis is meant to apply to all behaviors—whether intentional or unintentional, observable or unobservable, positive or negative. Second, the thesis assumes that relevant attributions are of only two types: situational or dispositional. Third, however, attributions to dispositions turn out to be ambiguous (M. Ross & Fletcher, 1985), as they can refer either to any factor that lies within the person (including emotions, traits, beliefs, sensations) or specifically to stable traits. Though most discussions of the Jones-Nisbett thesis focused on the latter, the stable-trait meaning, strictly speaking we should consider two classic actor-observer asymmetries—one regarding person attributions in general, the other regarding stable trait attributions in particular. I return to this ambiguity later.

These are then the parameters of the classic actor-observer thesis: Attributions of any behavior can refer to either the situation or the actor’s dispositions, and actors tend to explain their behavior by referring to the situation whereas observers tend to explain the same behavior by referring to the actor’s dispositions.

What is the Evidence for the Classic Actor-Observer Thesis?

In the secondary literature on attribution research, the classic actor-observer asymmetry has been described as “firmly established” (Watson, 1982, p. 698), “robust and quite general” (Jones, 1976, p. 304), and “an entrenched part of scientific psychology” (Robins et al., 1996, p. 376). We learn that “evidence for the actor-observer effect is plentiful” (Fiske & Taylor, 1991, p. 73) and that there is “considerable evidence that the actor-observer bias is pervasive” (Aronson, 2002, p.
But there is, in fact, no thorough review available of the 30 years of research into the actor-observer asymmetry. I therefore decided to conduct a meta-analysis on the primary literature of published actor-observer studies (Malle, 2005).

To survey the research literature on the actor-observer asymmetry in behavior explanation, I searched two databases (PsycINFO and Web of Science) for articles since 1973 that either contained relevant keywords (attribution, actor, observer) or cited the Jones and Nisbett (1972) paper. From this pool of about 1,500 articles, I selected those that (a) reported empirical data, (b) assessed explanations ("causal attributions") instead of mere trait inferences from behavior, and (c) measured both genuine actor and genuine observer explanations (excluding studies, for example, that compare observer explanations with or without empathy instructions). Foreign-language articles were acceptable as long as I was able to conduct or obtain a translation into English. I then studied the results sections for reported data from which effect sizes could be computed (i.e., means, standard deviations, $F$ or $t$ values), in particular effect sizes for three dependent measures: (a) an overall difference score of person/disposition minus situation, (b) a separate person/disposition score, and (c) a separate situation score. In addition, where available, overall scores were computed separately for negative and positive events/behaviors. Ninety-five articles with a total of 137 studies and 12,000 participants were examined.

As the effect size measure for each study, Cohen's $d$ was chosen, corrected for sampling bias following Hunter and Schmidt (1990, p. 281). The effect size averages in Table 8.1 were computed as weighted means, adjusted for differences in sample size across studies. The results are remarkable. Across all studies, we see a small overall effect of $d = 0.073$ (Unweighted means show the same pattern of results, with slightly higher numbers.)

These results hardly support the Jones-Nisbett hypothesis. For one thing, the overall effect is vanishingly small, corresponding to a correlation coefficient of less than .04. More important, the asymmetry obtains only for negative events ($r = .11$) and reverses for positive events ($r = -.13$). This pattern is consistent with a mild self-serving bias according to which actors, compared to observers, are more reluctant to explain negative events by reference to their own characteristics. The general claim, however, that actors explain their behavior with external causes and observers explain it in internal causes is not supported by 30 years of research.

### Table 8.1: Meta-Analysis Results of the Traditional Actor-Observer Asymmetry for Causal Attributions, Based on 137 Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Effect Size</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall score</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal score only</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External score only</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative events/outcomes only (overall score)</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive events/outcomes only (overall score)</td>
<td>-0.258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Internal-external difference score or interaction term for perspective (actor, observer) by locus (internal, external)
At this point we should take note that the hypothesized actor-observer asymmetry is neither pervasive nor robust, and certainly not firmly established, as textbooks of psychology would make us believe. But we need not necessarily conclude that actor-observer differences in behavior explanations are a myth; reality may just be more complex than past studies were able to reveal. One reason for the highly fluctuating results in testing the classic thesis may be that all studies relied on the dichotomy between personal/dispositional and situational attributions. This theoretical distinction has several drawbacks. First, the two categories are extremely vague in that the “person” category could be taken to indicate a behavior’s intentionality, the agent’s moral responsibility, or the agent’s conscious reason for acting, to name just a few. Likewise, the “situation” category could be taken to indicate a behavior’s unintentionality, the agent’s impunity, or an actual cause in the environment. Second, the person-situation dichotomy oversimplifies the way people explain behavior, forcing them to translate their potentially complex thoughts about the event in question into a crude bipolar language. It should be no wonder that enormous variations occur in such a translation, resulting in substantial error variance across studies. Perhaps actor-observer asymmetries in explanation really do exist, but to document them we need to do justice to people’s own concepts of behavior and explanation and to let them express those concepts in unfettered, natural ways. This would require giving up the simple person-situation dichotomy, and this is the approach I propose.

**AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH**

*Theoretical Framework*

When people interpret human behavior, they sharply distinguish between intentional and unintentional behavior (Malle & Knobe, 1997a). The intentionality concept begins to form in infancy and helps the child perceive order and structure in the streams of human behavior (Baldwin, Baird, Saylor, & Clark, 2001), and it is a basic building block for human communication (Bretherton, 1991). With progressing age, the intentionality concept becomes more refined and is used to make moral judgments and plays a key role in promises, reciprocity, and other social contracts (e.g., Greenberg & Frisch, 1972; Kugelmass & Breznitz, 1968; Malle & Nelson, 2003). What is so important about the distinction of intentionality for behavior explanations is that people use different modes of explanation for each type of behavior (Malle, 1999, 2001, 2004).

As shown in Figure 8.1, when explaining *unintentional* behavioral events people use only one mode: that of causes. Cause explanations depict the factors that “mechanically” brought about the unintentional event—that is, without the agent’s control and often without the agent’s awareness. Consider these examples of cause explanations:
I almost failed my exams. *Why?* Oh, ’cause I didn’t really prepare for them.
A friend cried on the phone. *Why?* She felt that no one loved her.

When explaining *intentional* behavioral events, by contrast, people have to make a number of choices. The primary mode of explanation refers to the *reasons* the agent had for acting (Buss, 1978; Davidson, 1963; Locke & Pennington, 1978; Malle, 1999; Read, 1987). Reasons are seen as mental states (desires, beliefs, valuations) that the agent combines in a (sometimes rudimentary) process of reasoning, which then leads up to an intention and, if all goes well, to the intended action. So when people give reason explanations they really try to cite what was on the agent’s mind when deciding to act—the reasons *in light of which* and *on the grounds of which* the agent acted. Suppose someone asks, “*Why did Gina work 70 hours last week?*” The conversation partner’s explanation will likely cite one (or several) of Gina’s reasons, such as “she wanted to impress her new boss,” “to get overtime pay,” “she knew that the project was due,” or “she was going on vacation the week after.” In all these explanations the explainer assumes two things: that the agent was subjectively aware of her reasons (she acted in light of them) and that these reasons rationally favored her course of action (she acted on the grounds of them). These two assumptions of *subjectivity* and *rationality* are the defining characteristics of reason explanations and differentiate them from all other modes of explanation. (For further discussion and evidence, see Malle, 1999; Malle et al., 2000; Mele, 1992; Searle, 1983.)

Under some conditions people cannot or do not want to offer reason explanations and therefore use one of two alternate modes of explaining intentional behavior. The first alternate mode refers to the *causal history of reasons*, which are factors that lie in the background of reason and clarify how these reasons came about. Consider again Gina’s working 70 hours a week. If the explainer wanted to offer a causal history explanation, he might say, “*she is driven to achieve,*” or

---

**FIGURE 8.1**

![Diagram of causal and intentional processes](image-url)
“that’s the company norm.” Note that in the first of these causal history explanations, a disposition of the agent is mentioned (driven to achieve), whereas in the second, a situational factor is mentioned (company norm). It is important to keep in mind that the nature of causal history explanations has nothing to do with the person-situation dichotomy. Some causal history factors lie in the agent, others lie in the situation. What makes them causal history explanations is not their “causal locus” but the fact that they explain what brought about an intentional action and that they do so by referring to factors preceding the agent’s reasons. Because they precede reasons but are not themselves reasons, causal history factors neither meet the subjectivity assumption (the agent does not act in light of the factor) nor the rationality assumption (the agent does not regard the factor as grounds for acting).

To illustrate the distinction between reasons and causal histories, Table 8.2 contains two behaviors with contrasting reason explanations and causal history of reason (CHR) explanations.

The second alternate mode of explaining intentional action refers to factors that enabled the action to succeed. What these enabling factor explanations clarify is not what motivated the agent to act (which is explained by reasons or causal histories); rather, they clarify how it was possible that the agent’s intention turned into a successful action (McClure & Hilton, 1997; Turnbull, 1986). This “How possible?” question comes up for achievements (such as in academics, arts, or sports) but rarely for social actions (Malle et al., 2000), and as a result, enabling factors do not figure prominently in tests of actor-observer asymmetries.

Predictions

On the basis of this theoretical framework, what kinds of actor-observer asymmetries should we expect? Because, as previously mentioned, actors are generally concerned with explaining their own unintentional behaviors whereas observers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Reason explanation</th>
<th>CHR explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kim chose not to vote in the last election.</strong></td>
<td>None of the candidates appealed to her.</td>
<td>She is lazy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>She didn’t want to support the system.</td>
<td>She doesn’t realize that every vote counts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brian used heavy drugs last Sunday at the party.</strong></td>
<td>He was curious what it would feel like.</td>
<td>He is a junkie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>He thought it would be cool.</td>
<td>He grew up in a drug-dealing home.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. From Malle (1999, p. 35, Table 2).*
are more concerned with explaining others’ intentional behaviors (Malle & Knobe, 1997b), it follows that actors use more causes than observers do, since causes are the only mode of explanation for unintentional behaviors. This effect, however, is solely due to a choice of which behaviors one explains rather than a choice of how one explains them, that is, with what kinds of explanations. Far more interesting is the possibility that, for example, when explaining the same intentional behavior, actors use more reasons (and fewer causal histories) than observers do. This pattern constitutes a first actor-observer hypothesis, the reason asymmetry.

**Hypothesis 1: Reason Asymmetry**

Reasons are the default explanation mode of intentional action. They refer to the actual mental states that figured in the agent’s reasoning that underlies the intention to act. Explainers—both actors and observers—will normally strive to offer reason explanations. In fact, on average, reasons make up about 70 percent of intentional action explanations. However, an explainer may offer a CHR explanation when either (1) information access is limited or (2) pragmatic goals favor causal history factors over reasons. A case of limited information access occurs when the explainer does not know the agent’s reason and cannot easily infer it (O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002). A case of pragmatic goals favoring CHR explanations occurs when the explainer downplays the agent’s awareness and deliberate decision process and instead points to the “objective” causal determinants of those reasons.

From these two conditions, we can derive an actor-observer asymmetry for reasons versus causal histories. For actors, limited information access will be rare. Actors normally know (or at least believe they know) their reasons for acting and are therefore apt to report them in their explanations (Buss, 1978; Locke & Pennington, 1982). Moreover, since an agent’s reasons actually figured in her decision to act, reasons should be highly salient and accessible in the agent’s explicit memory (Cowan, 1995; Russell & D’Hollosy, 1992). Observers, by contrast, often do not know the agent’s reasons. As a result, they more frequently resort to causal history explanations, citing, for example, a general feature of the action context, a cultural norm, or a personality trait. The information access condition therefore predicts that observers offer a greater number of causal histories (and fewer reasons) than actors do.

Pragmatic goals that favor causal histories can in principle be pursued by either actors or observers. However, more often than not, actors will want to appear as rational decision makers and will therefore prefer reason explanations (Malle et al., 2000) whereas observers don’t have a similar impression-management motivation, especially if they have no relationship with the agent. Consequently, pragmatic goals, too, predict that observers offer a greater number of causal histories (and fewer reasons) than do actors.

In addition to delineating multiple modes of explanation, the alternative approach I am proposing also specifies particular features of each mode, and some of
those reflect additional actor-observer asymmetries. For three of the modes—causes, causal history factors, and enabling factors—the features are relatively simple because we are dealing with causal factors that can be classified along traditional attribution dimensions (e.g., internal-external, stable-unstable), allowing a further test of the classic actor-observer hypothesis. More interesting, however, are the specific features of reason explanations, because this mode represents a major departure from classic attribution models.

Reasons have the most complex features of all explanation modes because they are based on the unique conceptual assumptions about how intentional action is generated—namely, by subjective, rational consideration of desires and beliefs and a subsequent decision to act. Two features of reasons stand out (Malle, 1999). First, any reason appears as one of three mental state types: a desire (“because she wanted more money”), a belief (“because she thought it would help”), or a valuing (“because she found it interesting”). We call this feature reason type. Second, explainers either linguistically mark a reason as a subjective mental state by using a mental state verb (such as “I wanted,” “she thought,” “he liked”) or else they leave the reason unmarked. This feature captures the presence or absence of mental state markers. One additional feature, the reason content (i.e., what is desired, believed, or valued), can be classified in the traditional way as being about the agent or the situation. However, this classification appears to have little predictive power (for either actor-observer asymmetries or other phenomena we have examined; Nelson & Malle, 2005; O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002), so I will set it aside in this discussion.

With regard to the two features of reason type and mental state markers, we can derive two further predictions—the belief-desire hypothesis and the unmarked belief hypothesis—regarding actor-observer asymmetries in behavior explanations.

**Hypothesis 2: Belief-Desire Asymmetry**

This hypothesis posits that actors use more belief reasons and fewer desire reasons than observers do. The principle of information access is critical here as well. When observers try to infer an agent’s reasons, they should have particular difficulties inferring belief reasons, because beliefs often represent idiosyncratic, context-specific information, such as perceived circumstances, anticipated outcomes, and considered alternative paths of acting, which are difficult to know for most observers. Desire reasons, by contrast, can be more easily inferred from general social rules and cultural practices (Bruner, 1990), which is also why children learn to attribute desires before they learn to attribute beliefs (e.g., Nelson-LeGall, 1985; Wellman & Woolley, 1990) and explain actions with desires before they explain them with beliefs (Bartsch & Wellman, 1989). A second psychological process that leads to the belief-desire asymmetry is impression management, which refers to attempts at influencing an audience’s impression of the behavior or agent in
question. Beliefs, but not desires, portray the agent as rational and deliberate (Malle et al., 2000), and actors are normally more concerned than observers with presenting such an image.

**Hypothesis 3: Belief Marker Asymmetry**

This hypothesis posits that actors, more than observers, leave their belief reasons unmarked (i.e., do not formulate the reason with a mental state verb such as think, believe, or know). Two converging processes suggest this prediction. First, actors’ information access to their belief reasons is such that in their minds they directly represent the content of their belief—e.g., \[\text{represent} \rightarrow \text{[the plants are dry]}\]. They do not normally represent their own belief qua mental state; that is, they usually do not \[\text{represent} \rightarrow \text{[I believe the plants are dry]}\]. When formulating their belief reasons in language, actors will often express simply what they represented, and so they usually leave their belief reasons unmarked: “Why did you turn on the sprinkler?”—“Because the plants were dry.” Observers, by contrast, often represent the agent’s thinking qua mental state—e.g., \[\text{represent} \rightarrow \text{[she thought the plants were dry]}\]—and are therefore more likely to formulate a belief reason marked by a mental state verb: “Perhaps she thought the plants were dry.”

The second process suggesting a belief marker asymmetry results from the explainer’s pragmatic goal of conveying an evaluative attitude toward the agent’s reason (Malle, 1999; Malle et al., 2000). Specifically, omitting a belief marker indicates an endorsement of that belief whereas using a marker indicates distance from the belief. For example, if an explainer says, “She turned on the sprinkler because the plants were dry,” he himself seems to believe that the plants were actually dry. By contrast, if he says, “She turned on the sprinkler because she thought the plants were dry,” he distances himself from her belief. By explicitly stating that the agent thought the plants were dry, the explainer suggests that there is some doubt as to the truth of the agent’s belief. Actors can use this same linguistic device to distance themselves from their own past reasons (“I locked the door because I thought you had already left”), but this is a less frequent case. On the whole, observers are more likely than actors to use belief markers as a distancing device.

I should note that this same logic does not hold for desire reasons because, at least in English, the grammatical form of desires renders marked and unmarked expressions similar to one another (“Why is she running?”—“She wants to be on time” vs. “To be on time”). Because they are so similar, they fail to carry an attitude implication of either distancing or endorsement (Malle et al., 2000).

We now have derived three hypotheses from our alternative theory of explanation:

H1 Actors offer more reasons (and fewer causal history explanations) than observers do.
H2 Actors offer more belief reasons (and fewer desire reasons) than observers do.
H3 Actors offer more unmarked belief reasons than observers do.

What evidence is there in support of these hypotheses?

Evidence for Alternative Predictions

In an extensive series of studies, my colleagues and I have examined actor and observer explanations of behavior in a variety of contexts, including memory protocols, natural interactions, and interviews (Knobe & Malle, 2002; Malle, 2002; Malle, Knobe, & Nelson, 2005). Some studies asked people to recall why-questions and their corresponding explanations, others identified spontaneous explanations in conversation. Some studies let people choose the behaviors they explained, others predetermined those behaviors. In all of them, we let people explain behaviors in their own words and then carefully coded those explanations into conceptual and linguistic categories (Malle, 2003). In total, we examined over 700 participants and over 6,000 explanations.

Hypothesis 1, postulating a reason/CHR asymmetry, received consistent support. Averaged across five studies, actors offered 80% reasons (and 20% CHRs) per intentional behavior explained, whereas observers offered 60% reasons (and 40% CHRs), for a total effect size of \( d = 0.69 \). Sample reason explanations by actors and sample causal history explanations by observers illustrate this asymmetry:

**Reason explanations by actors:**
- Why did you plan to buy your brother a video game?—'Cause it was his birthday [reason] and I wanted to have him get something that he would actually use [reason].
- Why did you decide to go hiking up the peak?—Just to kind of get a change of scenery [reason]. I was getting sick of what everyone else was doing, kind of [reason].

**Causal history of reason explanations by observers:**
- Her family like had these family get-togethers all the time 'cause they had quite a few aunt and uncles in the family [CHR].
- Sometimes he [divorced father] would break in and put gifts all around the house, because for a long time he was torn between still loving her and hating what she'd done [CHR].

Hypothesis 2, postulating a belief asymmetry, received consistent support as well. On average, actors offered 65% belief reasons whereas observers offered 45% belief reasons, for an effect size of \( d = 0.52 \). Sample belief reasons by actors and sample desire reasons by observers again put this asymmetry into relief.
Belief reasons by actors:
I wanted to pick up a friend ’cause he was just at home doing nothing [belief].
And I looked in this pack and got out this little band-aide case in this pack or something like that, ’cause I thought it would have something that I needed in it [belief].

Desire reasons by observers:
Dad refused to move out for two months after [wife/mother] fi led for divorce just because he wanted to be with his kids [desire] and he didn’t want to leave the house we had in West Linn [desire].
So she put the knives under her bed to protect herself [desire].

Finally, hypothesis 3 received support as well. On average, actors offered 81% unmarked belief reasons whereas observers offered 60% unmarked belief reasons, $d = 0.58$.

Unmarked belief reasons by actors:
I’m probably taking next fall off because my boyfriend lives in Florida and that in itself is a very difficult situation [unmarked beliefs]

Marked belief reasons by observers:
I’m guessing that he waited [to die] till I left ’cause he knew that I was leaving [marked belief].

All three hypotheses that were derived from our alternative theory of explanation received considerable support across multiple studies and multiple methodologies. In those same studies we were also able to test the two versions of the classic actor-observer asymmetry—one for the general person-situation dichotomy and one for trait explanations. In order to make the two tests independent, we formed two statistical contrasts: the first comparing all person factors to all situation factors, the second comparing traits to nontraits among person factors.

Across these studies, there was no evidence for a person-situation asymmetry among cause explanations of unintentional behavior (actors = 64% person causes, observers = 62% person causes) or among causal history explanations of intentional behavior (actors = 65% person CHRs, observers = 78% person CHRs), with only one out of ten comparisons statistically significant in the predicted direction. Classifying the contents of reason explanations provided no evidence either, as actors mentioned 48% and observers mentioned 50% person content in their reasons.

The trait asymmetry faired only slightly better. Across causal history and cause explanations observers used slightly more traits (38%) than actors did (28%). However, the trait asymmetry held only when the observer knew the agent well (cf. Hampson, 1983).
Why Do Explanations for Self and Other Differ?

We have considered three novel actor-observer hypotheses and found reliable evidence for each of them. Now the question becomes why these asymmetries exist. Our hypotheses generally drew on two psychological principles—information access and pragmatic goals. I now analyze in more detail what these principles entail and hope to clarify what might be special, if anything, about the way the “self” explains behavior.

Hypothesis 1: Reason Asymmetry

If information access is driving the reason asymmetry, there are at least two versions of access we need to consider. The first concerns a direct path of information activation that allows actors to recall the very reasons for which they acted (Brewer, 1994; Malle, 2004). Especially when the actor had engaged in active deliberation, her representation of the action will be intimately tied in memory to her representations of the reason contents in light of which and on the grounds of which she acted. For the observer, no such direct connection normally exists (unless the actor shared her deliberations with the observer). Observers rely on a second kind of information access, namely, knowledge structures that contain representations of the circumstances (if the observer was copresent) as well as general knowledge about the actor and the given type of action. These representations can form the basis of reason explanations (e.g., in the case of inferring the actor’s desires and beliefs in the particular circumstances) but will often form the basis of causal history explanations (e.g., in the case of general knowledge about actor or action). The result should be a tendency for observers to use more causal history explanations.

The second process that may be driving the reason asymmetry concerns the explainer’s pragmatic goals, particularly impression management goals, which are often more pronounced for actors than for observers. From previous research we know that reasons help an actor portray herself in a rational light (Malle et al., 2000) whereas CHR explanations keep a “distance” from the agent (Nelson & Malle, 2005), so unless an observer wants to explicitly bridge this distance and make the agent look socially desirable, we would expect actors to offer more reasons than observers do.

A study we conducted recently provide direct evidence for the impression management influence on the reason asymmetry. We found that observers who are explicitly instructed to make the agent look good substantially increased the number of reasons and decreased the number of causal histories in their explanations, with the result that the actor-observer asymmetry was virtually eliminated (Malle et al., 2005). We also have evidence that merely better general knowledge about the agent does not affect the reason asymmetry (Malle et al., 2005). One might suspect that it is primarily the “direct access” difference between actors and observers that influences the asymmetry, but no empirical evidence is currently...
available for this hypothesis. One method of testing it is to vary the actor’s amount of explicit deliberation before acting or the time passed between action deliberation and explanation, which should decrease the actor’s direct memory access to reasons but leave an observer’s information basis unchanged. Another method is to make the observer privy to the actor’s deliberations, such as by having actors deliberate their action decisions out loud in the laboratory.

**Hypothesis 2: Belief-Desire Asymmetry**

The two processes of information access and pragmatic goals influence actors and observers differently when it comes to offering belief reasons versus desire reasons. Observers will tend to offer more desire reasons both because desires are easier to infer from the action itself, from its context, and from cultural scripts (Bruner, 1990) and because observers are rarely concerned with presenting the agent in a rational, reasonable light, for which belief reasons are most suitable. If actors, by contrast, know their reasons at all, they know both beliefs and desires, so the choice between belief reasons and desire reasons is solely one of pragmatic goals. Specifically, actors will engage in impression management, which in most situations is better accomplished by beliefs than by desires (Malle et al., 2000). Moreover, they may sometimes engage in “audience design,” which is the tailoring of a communicative message—an explanation in this case—to what the audience presumably does not know (e.g., Slugoski, Lalljee, Lamb, & Ginsburg, 1993). Audiences are always in the observer role, and if observers often know (or can infer) desire reasons, then an actor would be more likely to offer belief reasons when explaining her action to an audience.

Recent studies provide initial support for these considerations, though questions linger. In one study we were able to eliminate the established belief-desire asymmetry by comparing actors’ explanations to explanations given by observers who knew the agent well (Malle et al., 2005). However, a follow-up study that more closely compared observers’ explanations for two groups of agents—strangers and intimates—did not replicate the expected difference in belief reasons. A feature that may account for the inconsistency is that in the study where the actor-observer asymmetry was eliminated, observers were not only very familiar with the agent but were also copresent when the agent performed his or her action. In the second study, by contrast, the intimate observer was not copresent in a good proportion of the cases. We are currently exploring the possible role of copresence as a mediator of observers’ access to belief reason information.

The impression management process was tested in one study that specifically instructed observers “to create a positive impression” of the agent. On this instruction, observers increased their use of belief reasons to a rate that was almost as high as actors’ rate. However, they also increased their use of desire reasons, which casts doubt on the role of impression management in the differential use of belief reasons. Additional studies will have to create a more realistic context for
observers to portray an agent in a positive light, such as making the explainer a spokesperson for the agent and having the audience assess the explainer’s successful (vicarious) impression management.

Hypothesis 3: Belief Marker Asymmetry

Actors, I said earlier, tend to represent the contents of their beliefs directly (“It’s going to rain.”) and may add mental state markers only if they are needed in communication (“Well, I thought it would rain.”). Observers, by contrast, will normally represent the agent’s beliefs as mental states (“She thinks it’s going to rain.”) and therefore readily include a mental state verb. This may be a difficult hypothesis to test, but one way is to have actors explain out loud a number of actions as they are deciding on them, in which case they should report directly the unmarked belief reasons they have on their minds. Observers, by contrast, who watch those same actors decide and are later asked to explain their actions are more likely to provide beliefs with mental state markers.

Probably the more powerful influence on the belief marker asymmetry is the now familiar self-other difference in impression management motivation. An actor will often leave her belief reasons unmarked because that way they sound like statements of fact (e.g., “I watered the azaleas because the soil was dry!”), whereas observers normally don’t have that kind of impression management motivation. On the contrary, they may sometimes be actively motivated to distance themselves from the agent’s beliefs and therefore use a mental state marker to highlight that distance (“She watered the azaleas because she thought the soil was dry.”).

Traits Versus Nontraits

The only traditional actor-observer asymmetry for which we have found some evidence in our studies is the greater use of traits by observers than actors. However, the pattern we found lent only partial support to classic claims about trait explanations. First off, there is no evidence for “rampant dispositionism” (L. Ross & Nisbett, 1991) among observers, as they use far fewer trait explanations than nontrait explanations. Expressed as a proportion of all their explanations, observers use traits in less than 10% of cases (and actors in around 5%). Second, the trait asymmetry tended to be more reliable for explanations of unintentional behavior than for explanations of intentional behavior. When accounting for intentional behaviors with causal history explanations, even actors offered a fair number of traits among their person causal history factors ($M = 30\%$), no fewer than observers did ($M = 29\%$). That was especially true in the case of socially undesirable actions, for which both actors and observers normally increase causal history explanations (Nelson and Malle, 2005).

When we turn to the processes that may underlie the trait asymmetry (for unintentional behavior), we must consider Jones and Nisbett’s (1972) widely cited postulate of attention differences. However, there is virtually no evidence
that attentional salience leads to more trait explanations (e.g., Bierbrauer, 1976; Enzle & Hansen, 1976; Martin & Huang, 1984; McArthur & Post, 1977; Taylor & Fiske, 1975; Uleman, Miller, Henken, Riley, & Tsemberis, 1981), nor is there any psychological mechanism that would automatically translate attention to an agent’s behavior into explanations using the agent’s traits (Knobe & Malle, 2002).

Beyond that, Jones and Nisbett suggested that observers use traits because they have less information available than actors do. But when observers have increased knowledge of the agent, they do not use fewer but more traits (Hampson, 1983; Kerber & Singleton, 1984; Malle et al., 2005). In fact, observers barely use traits at all unless they know the person well.

To explain the full pattern of data we have available, we must turn Jones and Nisbett’s proposal around and posit that reasonable information about the agent’s personality or past behavior is a prerequisite for observers’ trait explanations. Normally observers will, just as actors, try to provide the specific causal trigger of the unintentional behavior in question. When that trigger is unknown, observers who have personality information available can offer traits in place of it. For example:

**Why is she in such a good mood today?**—She is always enthusiastic.

The observer knows the agent and even saw her that day; nonetheless, he doesn’t exactly know why she is in such a good mood, and he therefore confines himself to a trait explanation. Actors, by contrast, usually have a pretty good idea what triggered their unintentional behaviors, and they cite those presumed triggers in the form of nontrait cause explanations.

**Why are you in such a good mood today?**—Because I had a good interview this morning.

The considerations must differ in the case of causal history explanations, where actors appear to offer no fewer traits than observers do. Actors, we might suspect, will choose an occasional trait CHR if it helps their impression management. In fact, qualitative inspection of our data suggests that actors may use those traits primarily when they explain actions that lie far in the past and were undesirable, putting their past self down in the service of managing impressions of the current self (e.g., “I was immature and stupid”). This hypothesis can be put to a more direct test by asking actors and observers to explain actions that vary in desirability and in the amount of time passed since performing them.

**CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS**

This chapter has examined two fundamental questions about self-other asymmetries in behavior explanation: What asymmetries are there, and why do they exist? I
surveyed the 30-year evidence for the traditional hypothesis of a person-situation asymmetry and the results were surprising: The meta-analytic average of published studies is very small and the effect is limited to negative events. However, this does not mean that no general self-other asymmetries exist at all; they are just not tracked by the person-situation distinction. An alternative approach to the study of self-other asymmetries relies on what I have called the “folk-conceptual theory of behavior explanation” (Malle, 1999, 2001, 2004). This theory identifies people’s own (i.e., folk-conceptual) assumptions about behaviors and their explanations and postulates two central psychological processes—information access and pragmatic goals—that guide people’s choice of explanations. Three actor-observer hypotheses can be derived from this model: Compared to observers, actors (a) use more reasons and fewer causal histories; (b) more belief reasons and fewer desire reasons; and (c) more unmarked than marked belief reasons. The evidence for these asymmetries is new but consistent across multiple studies (Malle et al., 2005). Evidence for the specific psychological processes that account for each of these asymmetries is as yet incomplete, but the emerging data suggest that all three asymmetries are driven by differences both in information access and impression management. Table 8.3 provides a summary contrast between the traditional and the folk-conceptual view on explanations.

Two questions linger. First, is the traditional actor-observer asymmetry just a myth? Second, what are the implications of the proposed alternative view on self-other asymmetries in explanation?

Is the Traditional Asymmetry a Myth?

Even though the average effect size of the traditional Jones-Nisbett hypothesis amounted to an $r$ of less than .04, it is reasonable to assume that several past studies that found an effect captured real psychological phenomena. One such phenomenon is, of course, the self-serving bias in people’s accounts of negative and positive outcomes, which at times was measured explicitly (and yielded a positive effect size) and at times was confounded with the purportedly tested general actor-observer asymmetry. But my proposal goes further in suggesting that many past studies that found an effect—either the one predicted by Jones and Nisbett or its reversal—may have unwittingly tapped into one or more of the actor-observer asymmetries that the folk-conceptual theory describes and therefore only appeared to demonstrate an actor-observer difference on their person-situation measures.

For example, some studies that found a reverse person-situation difference in explanations of admirable actions (e.g., Mitchell, 1985; Newman, 1978; Schlenker, Hallam, & McCown, 1983) may actually have tapped into the reason asymmetry. Actors who perform an admirable action normally offer reason explanations (Nelson & Malle, 2000), but being faced with “person” and “situation” rating scales they would likely favor the person scale because it better expresses the intentionality and “ownership” they will want to indicate about an admirable action.
Other studies coded free-response explanations into person/situation categories and found supportive evidence for the classic thesis because they may have capitalized on the belief asymmetry and belief marker asymmetry identified earlier. How so? Researchers appeared to classify explanations as “about the person” or “about the situation” merely on the basis of the explanation’s linguistic surface (Antaki, 1994; Malle, 1999; Miller, Smith, & Uleman, 1981; Monson & Snyder, 1977; L. Ross, 1977). For example, Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, & Marecek’s (1973) illustration of a person attribution for a choice of major was “because I want to make a lot of money” (p. 158) and McGill’s (1989) example was “I like jobs that are challenging” (p. 191). Both of these “person attributions” are marked reasons that mention the agent in the mental state verb. Nisbett et al.’s (1973) illustration of a situation attribution was “because chemistry is a high-paying field” and McGill’s (1989, p. 191) example was “because finance is very challenging.” Both of these “situation attributions” are unmarked beliefs that mention the reason’s situation content. Extrapolating from these examples, we can assume that the category of person attributions picked up on marked reasons (which are often desires; Malle et al., 2000), whereas the category of situation attributions picked up on unmarked reasons with situation content (which are often beliefs; Malle et al., 2000).

Now, we know that when observers offer reasons, they more often cite desire reasons, which, for grammatical reasons, are often marked (Malle, 1999), leading primarily to “person attribution” codes for observer explanations. We also know
that actors use many belief reasons, especially unmarked beliefs (which often have situation content; Malle, 1999), and all that results in a good number of “situation attribution” codes for actor explanations. Thus, if free-response behavior explanations are coded for their linguistic surface, a spurious person-situation asymmetry can emerge, not because of any true self-other asymmetry in person/situation “causes” but because of the confluence of two asymmetries described by the folkconceptual approach, that of belief reasons and that of belief markers. (For empirical support of these considerations, see Malle, 1999; Malle et al., 2000.)

There may then be some evidence for genuine self-other asymmetries hidden in the bulk of traditional studies (both those that contradicted and those that supported Jones and Nisbett), but it is quite probably evidence for the multitude of folk-conceptual asymmetries I have discussed, not for the broad formulation of a single person-situation difference.

**Implications of the Alternative Approach**

The alternative view on actor-observer asymmetries stresses the sophisticated conceptual framework that people bring to the task of explaining behavior. Distinctions between types of behavior, modes of explanations, and features of each of mode create a complex set of choices for the explainer. Multiple psychological processes guide those choices, and they can be grouped into two main categories: information access (including direct recall, knowledge structures, representational form) and pragmatic goals (including audience design, impression management, self-distancing). If one acknowledges that this folk-conceptual approach makes more theoretical sense and better fits the data than the classic person-situation model, there is still the question how far the folk-conceptual theory can be pushed. What implications does it have for phenomena such as relationships, perspective taking, or conflict resolution?

Attribution theory has played a notable role in the study of relationships (e.g., Bradbury & Fincham, 1990; Fincham, Bradbury, & Grych, 1990). However, because of the limited predictive power of traditional attribution concepts researchers tended to add more and more “attribution dimensions” to their studies, ranging from locus, stability, and globality to intentionality and responsibility (e.g., Fincham, Beach, & Nelson, 1987). Even so, evidence for the classic actor-observer asymmetries has remained inconsistent (e.g., Fincham, Beach, & Baucom, 1987). A folk-conceptual approach to explanations in relationships would examine naturally occurring behavior explanations that people give for their own and their partner’s behavior and track the various actor-observer asymmetries (for reasons, beliefs, etc.) as indexes of how wide the gap is between self and other in a given relationship. The underlying processes of information access and pragmatic goals could also be independently assessed or manipulated to determine whether self-other gaps are a matter of epistemic, communicative, or motivational problems, and this host of variables could be related to measures of relationship quality and stability.
In romantic as well as political relationships, bridging the self-other gap is a major goal of conflict resolution, and perspective taking is one promising tool with which to achieve this goal. But how do we know when conflict partners do or do not take each other’s perspective? Explanations of each other’s behaviors could be used as indicators of perspective taking (Nelson, 2003), and changes in actor-observer asymmetries could specifically indicate progress in perspective taking. By monitoring the explanations conflict partners give for their own and the other’s behavior before and after conflict-resolution interventions, the effectiveness of such interventions could be assessed. Moreover, the shaping of explanations as having “actor style” or “observer style” may itself serve as a conflict resolution intervention. If actors were encouraged to offer causal history explanations they might gain more distance from their subjective (self-enhancing) point of view, and if observers were encouraged to offer reason explanations they might better see the actor’s point of view. Perhaps explaining behavior in the style of the other perspective can help not only take that perspective but also sway the associated evaluations, introducing self-criticalness to the actor perspective and lessening blame from the observer perspective.

The folk-conceptual theory’s rich set of parameters also invites studying the developmental dynamics of self-other asymmetries in explanation. With very few exceptions, these asymmetries have not been studied among age groups other than young adults. We might wonder, for example, whether preschool children show any such asymmetries. Some theorists have argued that, at this age, there is no difference in cognition of self and other (Gopnik, 1993), so there should be no cognitively mediated differences in explanations as well. Others maintain that even preschoolers have privileged access to their own mental states (Goldman, 1993), and if so, this privilege should foster both a reason asymmetry and a belief asymmetry in behavior explanations for self and other. Furthermore, we might wonder whether adolescents have renewed difficulties with connecting to other minds, which would amplify certain self-other asymmetries in behavior explanation. Finally, does old age come with the wisdom of greater balance between explanations for one’s own and other people’s behavior? Questions such as these can be readily studied within the folk-conceptual framework by analyzing naturally occurring explanations and assessing their fundamental parameters at the conceptual, cognitive, and linguistic level.

The search for universals and cultural differences can also be conducted with more acuity by examining parameters of folk explanation at both the linguistic and the conceptual level. Current cross-cultural research on behavior explanations uses the simple person–situation dichotomy for an undoubtedly complex phenomenon (e.g., Choi, Dalal, Kim-Prieto, & Park, 2003; Morris & Peng, 1994), and it seems likely that a framework with finer distinctions will be more sensitive to those complexities. For example, claims about a lesser gap between self and other in Eastern cultures can be put to a better test when we distinguish the separate contributions of information access and impression management on a variety of explanation parameters, such as the choice of events explained (intentional vs.
unintentional), the modes of explanation (e.g., reasons vs. causal histories), and the features of each mode (e.g., marked vs. unmarked reasons). Current models depict Eastern explainers as using more "situational attributions," but the vagueness of this theoretical category allows too many ways in which such findings can come about. For example, the results would be much less impressive if they stemmed from Eastern explainers applying, for pragmatic reasons, fewer mental state markers than if they reflected a cognitive shift toward using more causal history explanations from the self perspective.

In conclusion, the folk-conceptual approach to self-other asymmetries in behavior explanation is not only a tool for critical analysis of past attribution research but also opens numerous avenues for future research. Some of this research will refine the proposed theoretical model of explanation, some will make adjustments to the empirical claims voiced in this chapter. All of it, I hope, will help revise and expand our knowledge of self-other asymmetries in explanation, distancing ourselves from the myths, and bringing us closer to reality.
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NOTES

1. Watson's (1982) review was published long ago, and even at its time the article covered only a limited proportion of the relevant studies.

2. Analyses of other potential moderator variables and details of the various effect size computations can be found in Malle (submitted).

3. Some readers might ask whether Nisbett and Wilson (1975) have not shown that people normally lack access to the reasons of their actions. But these researchers have shown no such thing (nor has recent research on automaticity). By folk definition, reasons are on the agent's mind at the time of acting, and if the agent does not forget, she can later report on them. Whether there are other, perhaps unconscious processes that helped bring about the action is a separate issue. These additional processes can be cited, of course, in causal history of reason explanations, which are what Nisbett and Wilson offered for their participants' behavior. Their famous studies showed that agents can be unaware of some factors in the causal history of their reasons (hence, their actions), and this corresponds to our position that CHR explanations do not presuppose the agent's subjectivity or awareness.
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